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If m and n are positive integers then let S(m, a) denote the linear space over R 
whose elements are the real-valued symmetric n-linear functions on E,,, with 
operations defined in the usual way. If Q is a function from some sphere S in E, 
to R then let Q”)(r) denote the ith Frechet derivative of 4 at s. In general 
‘+Y~i(x) E S(m, i). In the paper “An Iterative Method for Solving Nonlinear 
Partial Differential Equations” [Advances in Math. 19 (1976), 245-2651 Neuberger 
presents an iterative procedure for solving a partial differential equation of the 
form 
A9’“‘(x) = F(x, @(a.), 4’(x) )..., W’(x)), (*I 
where k > n, % is the unknown from some sphere in E, to R, A is a linear 
functional on S(m, n), and F is analytic. The defect in the theory presented there 
was that in order to prove that the iterates converged to a solution 4 the condition 
k Q n/2 was needed. In this paper an iteration procedure that is a slight variation 
on Neuberger’s procedure is considered. Although the condition k Q n/2 cannot 
as yet be eliminated, it is shown that in a broad class of cases depending upon 
the nature of the functional A the restriction k < n/2 may be replaced by the 
restriction K < 3n/4. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper An Iterative Procedure for Solving Nonlinear Partial Dtjbential 
Equations (see [2]) Neuberger presents a successive-approximations method for 
solving an equation of the form @Y”)(x)) = F(x, %Y(x), W(X),..., @W(x)) 
where k < n, 9 is the unknown function from some open sphere in E,,, to R, 
W)(X) is the ith Frechet derivative of @ at X, and A is a linear functional on the 
linear space over R whose elements are the symmetric real-valued n-linear 
functions on E,,> . The method presented in [2] dealt mainly with analytic 
solutions to analytic problems. A defect in the theory presented there was that 
the condition k < n/2 was used to force the iterates to converge to a solution. 
Also, F was assumed to be a polynomial. In this paper is presented an iteration 
procedure that is a slight variant on the one presented by Neuberger in [2]. 
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An analysis of the results in [5] reveals that the condition K < n/2 can in a 
broad class of cases be replaced by the condition k < 3n/4. Also, F is allowed 
to be in a certain sense analytic. 
2. NOTATION 
If m and n are positive integers then let T(nz, n) denote the linear space over R 
whose elements are the real-valued n-linear functions on E, . Let S(m, n) denote 
the subspace of T(m, n) whose elements are the symmetric real-valued n-linear 
functions. If  {ei}L1 is an orthonormal basis for E,,, and A E T(m, n) then let 
II A II = CC&, I&, **a XLzl (AhI I fb2 - e,n))z)1/2. It is a fact (see [l]) 
jl A I/ is not dependent upon the orthonormal basis {e,}E1. Let S denote the 
orthogonal projection of T(m, n) onto S(m, n). The above-described norm 
generates an inner product on T(m, n). I f  A, B E T(m, n) then let (A, B) or AB 
denote the inner product of A and B. I f  A E T(m, n) and B E T(m, p) then by 
A . B, read as the symmetric product of A and B, is meant S(A @ B), where 
A @ B denotes the member of T(m, p + n) such that if x1 , xs ,..., x9+,, are in 
E, then (A @B) (xl , x2 ,..., x3+,) = A(x, , x2 ,..., x,) B(x,+~ ,..., xp+,J. I f  
A E S(m, n) and B E T(m, p), where p < n, then AB denotes the member D 
of S(m, n - p) such that if x1 , x, ,..., x,-,.are in E, then D(x, , x2 ,..., x,& = 
@(xl > ~2 ,..., xn+), B), where A& , x2 ,..,, x,J denotes the member C of 
s(m, P) such that C(y, , y2 ,..., Y& = 4x1 , x2 ,-.., xnmp , y1 , y2 ,..., yp). If 
x E E, and A E T(m, n) then A(P) denotes A(x, x, x ,..., x). 
I f  A E S(m, n) and B E S(m, p), where p 3 nandO z< n, then by A 0, B 
is meant the member D of T(m, n + p - 2q) such that D(x, , x2 ,..., xnf9-& = 
(A(xl , x2 ,..., xJ, B(x,+, ,..., x~+~-~J>. In [4] Neuberger proves the equality 
II A * B II’ = Z.,“co ((:>(:>/C”)) II A 0, B l12. h immediate consequence of this 
equality is the inequality /( A * B iI2 > (nzp)-l I/ A @ B 112. The analysis presented 
by Pate in [5] improves this inequality where possible and is responsible for the 
improvements presented in this paper. 
From this point onward A is to denote a member of S(m, n) with ]I A 11 = 1. 
I f  p is a positive integer then M, denotes the linear transformation from S(m, p) 
to S(m, p) such that M,(B) = ,4(A * B) for each B E S(m, p). The operator M,, 
is positive and symmetric (see [l]). Estimates for the minimum eigenvalue of 
M, are crucial to the results in this paper and have led to the research presented 
in [4-6]. I f  B E S(m, p) then (M,(B), B) = (A(A - B), B) = <A - B, A - B) = 
11 A * B /12. Since the minimum eigenvalue of M, is inf{(M,(B), B) I B E S(m, p); 
II B jl = l} it is clear that this eigenvalue is no less than (“;t”)-1 (if B E S(m, p) 
then II A @B 11 = 11 A II * 11 B II). I f  0 <p < n then let A, denote the linear 
transformation from T(m, p) to S(m, n - p) such that if BE T(m, p) then 
A,(B) = AB and let A, denote the restriction of A, to S(m, p) Let h, denote 
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the minimum eigenvalue of (AD)* 0 (AD). By Theorem 6 of [4] h, > 0 if and 
only if there does not exist B E S(m, p) with B # 0 such that AB = 0. By 
Theorem 7 of [4] 
where B E S(m, k). I f  one lets j denote the largest nonnegative integer p such 
that X, # 0 then /[ A * B ]I2 > ((~)(~)/(“X”))h, 11 A @ B [I2 and hence the minimum 
eigenvalue of M, is at least as large as ((;)(:)/(“t;“))X, . 
I f  p > 71 then let L, denote the linear transformation from S(m, p) to S(m, p) 
such that L,(B) = B - A * M&(AB). It is a fact (see [I]) that L, is an ortho- 
gonal projection whose range is the collection of members C of S(m, p) such 
that AC = 0. If  p 3 71 let G, denote the linear transformation from S(m, p) to 
S(m, p) such that G,(B) = -4 . (AB) f  or each B E S(m, p) and let W, denote the 
linear transformation from S(m, p - n) to S(m, p) such that W,(B) = 
A . M&(B). 
An estimate for the norm of W, is important and based upon the minimum 
eigenvalue estimates for M, . I f  B E S(m, p) then 
II W,(B)II” = (A . M&(B), A . M;!,(B)) = (M;:,(B), A(-4 . M&(B))) 
= (MC%(B)* B) G ($((y)(” j “) X,)-l II WI’, 
where j is as above. Hence, /I W,(B)11 < (i)l/* ((;)(“;“)hJ-‘p. 
I f  E and F are finite dimensional inner-product spaces over R then by 
T(E, p, F) is meant the linear space over R whose elements are the p-linear 
functions from E to F, and by S(E, p, F) is meant the symmetric subspace 
of T(E, p, F). As with T(m, n) if {ej}L, is an orthonormal basis for E and BE 
T(E, p, F) then 11 B I/ may be defined to be (Cz,, ... x&r 11 B(e,, ,..., eag)\12)1/z. 
Again, the norm is independent of the basis (ei)L1 and generates an inner 
product which will be denoted by (B, C> or BC whenever B, C E T(E, p, F). 
I f  E and F are finite dimensional inner product spaces ,T > 0, and 01 E E, then 
by H,(E, F)(a) is meant the collection of all infinitely differentiable functions f  
from S(E), the open sphere of radius OL centered at a, to F such that 
1. f(x) = ~~~,, (l/p!)f(p’(or)(x - LX)” for each x E S,.(a), 
2. Czd (l/p!) /If(P P converges whenever 0 < s < r. 
In the special case E = E, and F = R, H,(E, F)(a) will be denoted by 
H,(a). The number CL,, (l/pi) I\f@)(a)ll sp will be denoted by N,(f). The 
following properties are easy to verify: 
505/3412-8 
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1. If  s > 0 then NJf) = 0 if and only i f f  = 0. 
2. I f  01 E R then N,(c& = 1 ar 1 N8(f). 
3. N,(f + g> G Ns(f) + N&9- 
Suppose (fi)& is a sequence of members of H,(E, F)(a) such that lim,,, 
N,(f,, -f) = 0 for some s such that 0 < s < r, then the sequence {fi}zl will 
be said to converge N, to f. 
I f  D is an open subset of Em then P(D) d enotes the collection of all functions f 
from D to R such that f has n-continuous derivatives on D. 
In this paper vector space means finite dimensional inner-product space. 
3. THE ITERATION PROCEDURE 
Suppose OL E E,,, , D is a convex open subset with 01 E D, and q is a continuous 
function from D to R. The equation A@(n)(x) = g(x) is to be considered and a 
possible method of solution described. If  f E P(D) by the Taylor formula 
n-1 
f(x) = c (Up!) f’“‘(4(x - 4” 
p=0 
+ s,’ ((1 -j)n-l/(n - l)!) f’“‘(o1 +j(x - a))(x - a)” 4. 
We take f as an initial estimate and hope to improve our estimate by replacing 
for each j E [0, l] the term f cn)(a + j(x - a)) with the member B, of s(m, n) 
that is closest to f (la)(a + j(x - a)) and has the property AB, = g(a + j(x - a)). 
It can be shown that Bj = f fn)(m + j(x - a)) - ((A, f cn)(a + j(x - 01))) - 
g(z + j(x - a)))A. I f  9 E C”(D) then let 
T,(4) = nf1 (I/p!) WP)(CX)(X - a)” + l1 ((1 - j)“-l/(n - l)!) Bi(x - a)” dj. 
%I=0 
THEOREM A. If a E Em, D is a convex open subset of E, containing 01, g is a 
continuous function from D to R, and 4 E P(D), then T,(a) = 42 if and only if 
A%?‘)(x) = g(x) for each x E D. 
For a proof of Theorem A see [l]. For proofs of Theorems B and C see [2]. 
THEOREM B. If a! E E,,, , Y > 0, and Q, g E H,.(a), then T,(e) E H,(a) and 
n-1 
T,(%)(x) = c (1 /p!) W”‘(cz)(x - LX)” 
p=0 
+ f  (l/p!)[G,(4(“‘(ol)) + A * @@‘1(x - LY)“. 
p=?l 
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THEOREM C. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 4. The sequence (T,p(“2)>p1 
converges N, for each s such that 0 < s < r to a member h of H,(a) such that 
Ah(“)(x) = g(x) for each x E .!$(a). Furthermore, 
n--l 
h(x) = c (l/p!) W”‘(cx)(x - Lx)” + 5 (l/p!) L,(W”‘(Lx))(.v - Lx)” 
p=o p=n 
+ f  (1 /p!) Fvp(g~yn-“‘)(x - q. 
p=n 
The following facts are helpful in the effort to see that the series presented 
in the conclusion of Theorem C is a formal solution to our problem. 
1. If  B E Range (L,) then (A, B) = 0, 
2. If  C = WP(B) then -4 . C = B. 
I f  G?/ E H,(a) then by H* is meant the solution to the homogeneous equation 
,4W”)(s) = 0 that is generated by the application of our iteration procedure to 
the initial estimate L/z/. Theorem C implies that 
n-1 
H&c) = c (l/p!) W”‘(Lx)(x - a)” + 2 (l/p!) L,(W)((u))(s - cz)” 
II=0 p=* 
for each s E SJ(Y). By @(@, g) is meant lim,,, T,P(%‘). In other words @(%, g) 
is the solution to the equation Af (n) G g that is generated by applying the 
iteration procedure to the initial estimate %!. Clearly, 0 is a function from 
H,(a) x H,(a) into H,(a) and @(a, 0) = H$) . Also, by Theorem A and the 
definition of @ it is seen that @(@, g),= X! if and only if A@(“)(s) = g(x) for 
each x E SI(~). This fact forms the motivation for our attack on the nonlinear 
equation A%(“)(x) = F(x, @(x), W(x) ,..., W”)(x)), where K < n. Choose an 
initial estimate +Yo E H,(a) and let $Y1 denote the solution to -4f (“j(x) = 
F(x, 4Vo(x), &&c), W;(x) ,..., %r’( x t a 1s )) h t . g enerated by our iteration procedure. 
In other words let Q, = @(SPo , F 0 go), where G?(x) = (N, -‘7(x), W(x) ,..., W7S)(x)) 
whenever 3’~ H,(a) and 11 x - 0111 < r. Continuing in this way one hopes to 
generate a sequence @D}gxl of members of H,(a) such that -S’,+, = @(J?/, , 
F 0 @,). Two questions arise here: 
1. Under what conditions is F 0 -PO E H,(a) ? 
2. Assuming question (1) can be handled then what further conditions 
must be imposed to guarantee that the iterates converge to a solution of our 
nonlinear equation ? 
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4. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose E and F are vector spaces, a E E, and Y > 0. If (f,}pl 
is a sequence of members of H,(E, F)(cK) such that limnl,n-so Ns(fn - fm) = 0 for 
each s such that 0 < s < Y then there exists a member f  of Hr(E, F)(a) such that 
limp,, N,(f, -f) = 0 for each s such that 0 < s < Y. 
For a proof of Theorem 1 see [7]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose E, F, and G are vector spaces, A E S(F, n, G), (P,}~=~ is a 
sequence of nonnegative integers and Bi E S(E, pi , F) for each i such that 1 < i < n. 
If x E E let h(x) = A(B,(x - OL)P~, B,(x - a)Ds,..., B,(x - 01)‘“). Let W denote 
the member of T(E, xy=lpi , F) dejned asfollows: W(VI , V, ,..., Vpl+Dg+...+9n) = 
A(C, , C,, G ,...I C,), where G = B(Vp1+P2+...fpi--l+l ,..., ~7p1+p2+...+p) ad let 
W = S(W). Then each of the following is true: 
a. h(x) = W((x - a)*l+pp+..‘+*n) for each x E E, 
b. h E H,(E, F) (a) for each positive number Y and N,(h) < 11 A I[ 
(JJ;=, 1) Bj I\)s”~+*-.+% 
Proof. The proof will be given in case n = 2. The other cases are entirelj 
analogous. Let {ei}~S”=l be an orthonormal basis for E. Now, 
The truth of statement (a) is clear from the definition of h. That h E Hr(E, F)(a) 
for each Y is true because h is a polynomial from E to G. To complete the proof 
it is sufficient to note that N,(h) = II WI] sPI+~~ < /I A jj * Ij B, 11 . 11 B, 11 s*~+*T 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose E, F, and G are vector spaces, A E S(F, n, G), andfor each 
integerisuch that 1 < i < n,gi E H,(E,F)(or). Let W(x) = A(g,(x),g,(x),...,g,(x)) 
for each x E E such that 11 x - LY. I/ < Y. Then FE H,.(E, G)(m) and N,(W) < 
11 A I/ (nyEl N,9(g,)) for each s such that 0 < s < Y. 
Proof. There exists for each integer i such that 1 < i < n a sequence 
{Bi,,)& such that Bi,B E S(E, p, F) and g,(X) = Cz=p=, B~,Jx - a)“. Now, 
Let F~D,.p,.....p,) (x) = A(Bl,,Jx - +I, B*,Jx - C+ ,..., Bn.& - 01)~“) for 
each x E &(a). Then, by Lemma 1, NS(F,1,,2.....D,) < II A II (IIi”=t II kei II) 
sP~+Pzt..--i-k. Note that 
Hence, the series C&l ..* Cz,+ F~p,.p,,....p,) converges N, for each s such that 
0 < s ==c Y to W. So FV E H,(E, G)(a) and N,(W) < /I A (1 (J& N,(g,)) for each s 
such that 0 < s < Y. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose E, F, and G are vector spaces, 01 E E, B E F, f  E H,(E, F) 
(4, f(4 = B, g E f&K G)(B), and N,(f - 8) < t whenever 0 < s < Y. Let 
f(x) = z.,“=, A,(x - CY)P for x E S,(cr), let g(y) = x,t, B&y - ,!I)” for each 
y  E S&3), and let g(s) = xfO II B, I[ SQ for 0 < s < r. Then g cf~ H,(E, G)(a) 
and N,(g of) < &Y,(f - P)), 0 < s -C y. 
Proof. I f  x E E and 11 x - 01 /j < I then (g of)(~) = IQ:, B&f(w) - J~)Q. 
Let FJN) = B,(f (zc) - /3)Q whenever 11 x - LY )/ < Y. By Lemma 2, F, E H,(E, G) 
(4 and N,(F,) < II B, II W,(f - B))*. The series Zq~O II 4 II (Ndf- 8)” is 
convergent since N,(f - B) < t whenever 0 < s < Y. Hence, the series 
C,“=, F, converges IV, for each s such that 0 < s < Y  to g 0 f  and N,(g of) < 
g(N,(f - /3)). This completes the proof. 
The followingis an explanation of certain symbols used consistentlythroughout 
the remainder of this paper. The letters Y  and t are to denote positive numbers, oc 
is to denote a member of E,, , the letter k is used exclusively to denote the number 
of derivatives appearing in the right side of our nonlinear equation, and J& 
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denotes E,,, x R x S(m, 1) x ... x S(m, k). I f  43 E H,(a) then @ denotes the 
function from SIo(cy) to gk such that e(x) = (x, 4?(x), W(x),..., %W(x)) for each 
x E SrO(,). The letter 0 is to denote a member of pk and F denotes a member of 
H,(Zk , R)(B). The series representation for F(v) is to be x,“=, A&v - 0)~ for 
each v  E s,(e), and F(s) denotes ~~=a I/ A, 11 SP whenever 0 < s < t. 
For the remainder of the paper j is to denote the largest nonnegative integer 4 
such that A a f  0. Previous comments imply that 0 <j < 42. 
If  i and p are integers and 0 < i < k then let S(i, p) = (,P)lrz ((p - i)!)-1 if 
n < p < 2n - 1 and let 6(i, p) = (E)l’” ((p - ;)!)-’ ((:)(“S”)Aj))-‘fl if p > 2n. 
Now, if p 3 2n, then 
S(i, p) = ((p - n)!)-’ (j!/tn! (J))” (p!(p - n - j)!/((p - i)!)*)l” 
= ((p - n)!)-1 . Q 
. (p(p - 1) ... (p - i + l);(p - i)(p - i - 1) ... (p - n -j + l))l/“, 
where Q = (j!/(n!(~)))‘l’. The product p(p - 1) ... (p - i + 1) is a polynomial 
inp of degree i, whereas (p - i)(p - i - 1) ... (p - n - j + 1) is a polynomial 
in p of degree n + j - 1. Hence, the quotient of these polynomials is bounded 
on [2n, co] if and only if n + j - i 3 i or, equivalently, i < (n + j)/2. For each 
integer i such that 0 ,( i < (n + j)/2 let Ki denote SupDan S(i, p) and let K 
denote the largest of the Ki’s. For the remainder of the paper K will have the 
above meaning. 
THEOREM 3. If  @ E I&(a) and @(a) = 0 then @E H,(E, , LZk)(a) and 
N,(@ - 19) < s + &, N,(Wi) - %W(LY)) whenewr 0 < s < r. 
Proof. It should be clear that @ is infinitely differentiable and represented 
by the appropriate power series. If  0 < s < r, then 
i, (lip!) II QY4II sp 
( 
Ir‘+1 
= s 1 + 1 11 %W(o1)1)* 
p=1 
)l’, + g2 (Up!) (to II @(j+~y~)l12)1’2 sp
< s + f (l/p!) (2 11 w+pyo)ll) sp 
p=1 j=O 
= s + J$o (p$l (UP!) II @(j+pY41 sp) 
= s + i N,(w) - &(j)(a)>. 
j=O 
This completes the proof since the first of the above series is Ns(@ - 0). 
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THEORBM 4. If @E H,(a) such that @(a) = 0 and iV,(@ - 0) < t whenever 
0 < s < r then i’V,((0(4, F 0 @)) - 0) < (s + XF=,, N,(H$’ - @if’,)) + 
IQ;=, s-i) F(iV,(@ - 6)) whenever 0 < s < r. 
Proof. Suppose @E H,(a), @(IX) = 0, and Ns(@ - 0) < t whenever 
0 < s < r. Since N,(@ - 19) < t Theorem 2 implies that F 0 @ E H,(a). Hence, 
@(6, F o @) E H,.(U) and a(@, F o @) E Hr(& , Pk)(ti). First it will be shown 
that if 0 < i < k and 0 < s < r then N,((@(4, F o@))(*) - ?Yi)(a)) < 
N,(H$ - W)(U)) + Kc-~N,(F 0 @). By Theorem C, Ha(x) = C”,l’, (l/p!) 
@(“)(a)(~ - a)” + Cfn (l/p!)L,(4W((~)) (x - a)“. Suppose B E S(m, p - n) 
and (1 B 11 = 1. If p > 2 then 11 A 0 M&(B)II < (E)rlp ((;)($“)hj)-llz = (p - i)! 
6(i, p). If n < p < 2n - 1 then II A * M&(B)11 < (i)l/” = (p - i)! 6(i, p). Thus, 
in either case 11 A . M&(B)II < ((p - i)!/(p - n)!)K. Now, @(4Y, F 0 g)(x) = 
Ha(x) +,Cfn (l/t!)(A . M&((F 0 @)(“-“)(a)) (x - a)“. Hence, (@(%‘, F o @))fi) 
r;;. ?.@A+ Cpcn (l&~---i)!) A * M&((F 0 @)+“)(a))(~ - a),-< whenever 
\ \ . 0, 
N,((@(42, F 0 @))(i) - %W(a)) 
< N,(H$’ - d”(a)) + f (l/(p - i)!) I] A . M;!,((F 0 @)‘“-“‘(a))II sp-’ 
p=,, 
< iV,(H$ - di’(a)) + f ((p - n)!)-’ - K . ll(F o @)cs-n)(a)ll sp-+’ 
?I=71 
= N,(H$ - di’(a)) + (IWi) N,(F 0 @). 
Now, by summing i from 0 to k, adding s to both sides of the resulting inequality, 
and applying Theorems 2 and 3 one obtains the desired result. 
THEOREM 5. If ‘8 E H,(a) such that @(a) = 8, and N,(@ - 0) < t whenever 
O<s<r, (@(%, F 0 @))fi)(a) = W)(a) whenever 0 < i < k, and 
H -- 4v9.F.4) - 
t~,he 
Proof. Note that ifp >, n, CE S(m,p), and C = A . B, where BE S(m,p-n), 
then L,(C) = 0. The conclusion of the theorem now follows from the series 
representation of @(%, F 0 @). 
THEOREM 6. Let j denote the largest integer p such that X, # 0 and suppose 
k < (n + j)/2. If s > 0 then let q(s) = I&, s+~). Suppose 9 E H,.(a) such 
that @(a) = 0. Then there exists a positive number r,, f r and a sequence %,, , 
@l 9 @‘z ,-.., of members of HTO(ti) such that each of the following is true: 
(1) If x E S,.o(a) then aO(x) = e(x), 
(2) @‘,(a) = 0 for each integer p > 0, 
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(3) for each integer p > 0 and each s such that 0 < s < Y,, NS(gD - 0) < 
(s + L&, NsVG? - @tt;>> + &)F(W%-, - e)), 
(4) for each integerp > 0 and each s such that 0 < s < Y, N,(BD - 0) < t/2, 
(5) for each integer p > 0, %p+l = q&p , F o @,). 
Proof. I f  0 < s < Y then let w(s) = (s + &, N,(H$ - %$). Let r,, 
denote a positive number that satisfies each of the following conditions: 
(1) r,<randifO<s<r,thenN,(@-0)<t/2, 
(2) if 0 < s < y. then w(s) < t/4, 
(3) if 0 < s < Y,, then q(s) -C t/(4 *&t/2)). 
Let +YO denote the restriction of 9 to SrO(ol). It will be shown that for each 
integer p > 0 there exists a sequence a0 , &I ,..., 4, that satisfies conditions 
(l)-(5). The conclusion of the theorem will then follow by induction. Previous 
remarks guarantee the existence of @,, so suppose a sequence e0 , @I ,..., &a 
exists that satisfies (l)-(5), where 4 > 0. By condition (2), @,~(cY) = 0, and by 
condition (4) N,(gU - 0) -=c t/2, hence, by Theorem 2 F o gQ E HrO(or). There- 
fore @(aQ, F 0 @J E H,o(or). Let ‘%U+l = @(eW, F 0 @,). Theorem 5 now 
implies that H* =H@ =H%. Applying Theorem 4 it is seen that 
Ns(@cz+, - e) < (?l- ~~~,h8(H~~o- @p(a))) f  q(~)P(N,(@g - e)) = W(S) + 
q(s) F(Ns(@a - O)), since Hag+l = HeO. Hence, NS(@Q+, - 0) < (t/4) + 
(t/(4 * p(t/2)))F(t/2) = t/2. This completes the induction. 
THEOREM 7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 6. There exists a positive 
number Y,, < Y and a sequence So , @I , %Yz ,..., of members of H,fi) such that each 
of the following is true: 
(1) If x E S&x) then %&)) = e(x), 
(2) eD(ti) = 0 for each integer p >, 0, 
(3) for each integerp > 0 and each s such that 0 < s < Y,, NS(gD--O) < t/2, 
(4) for each integer p > 0, @‘9+X = @(eD , F o @J, 
(5) the sequence @,, , Sl , eS ,. . . , converges N, for each s such that 0 < 
s < Y,, to a member G of HTO(a) such that AG(n)(x) = F(x, G(x), G’(x),..., Gck)(x)) 
for each x E SrO(~). 
Proof. Let g(s) = CzS,p II-4,II SD-l for each s such that 0 < s < t. Let E 
denote a positive number such that E < 1. A positive number Y, and a sequence 
@cl , @l 9 @‘z ,a.-, of members of HyO(ol) satisfying conditions (l)-(4) exists by 
Theorem 6. Assume that Y,, has been chosen so that q(s)g(t/2) < E whenever 
0 ,( s < Y, . It will be shown that condition (5) holds true with respect to Y,, 
and the sequence @a , a1 , “/%/a . . . . . 
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Suppose v is a positive integer. Now, 
Therefore, if 0 < i < k, then 
q&(x) - @(x) 
= 1 (l/(p - i)!)A . M;l,((F 0 @,)jp - (I; 0 @&y”‘)(x - qi 
and 
< KFi ’ f  (l/(p - n)!) Ij(F 0 @&“’ - (F 0 5@-&‘) I/ sP+ 
( p=n 
= KS”-W&F 0 @J - (F 0 %v:,_,)). 
&unrning over i it is seen that &a NS(+?& - at’) < q(s) N,((F 0 @J - 
(F 0 @&). By employing an argument similar to the one employed in the proof 
of Theorem 3 it can be shown that N,(@V+, - gV) <&a N,(@L?r - @f’). 
Hence N,(@V,, - %> < ~(4 Ns((F 0 @,J - P 0 @e-1)). 
The next step is to arrive at an estimate of N,((F o @,) - (F 0 @+r)). If 
N E ,SrO(a) let Ye = @Jx) - 0 and if 0 < i <p - 1 let G(,,,,i)(x) = 
J,(g,(x), g&),-., g,(-$), where gl(.4 = r&) - r,&), g&> = r&> if 
2 < q <p - i, and g,(x) = y,+r(~) if p - i + 1 < q <p. By Lemma 2, 
Gv,,,i, E H,,(a) and 
Ns(%,>i) ) < II 4 II (fi Wgi)) < II A, II . iV,(%o - @v&‘2)p-1. 
i=l 
Now, 
(F 0 @tJW - (F 0 @v--1)(4 = f L%h(~))P - 4(rc.-d~))Pl 
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Hence, 
Hence, applying the results of the previous paragraph, NS(@V+I - BS) < 
q(s)g(t/2) NS(gV - gV-r) < •IV,(@~ - @+r). Therefore, for each integer v  2 0, 
WE+1 - @J < Ews(@l - 4&J. 
Theorem 1 now guarantees the existence of a member G of H,@) such that 
{~‘,}p”,o converges N, to G for each s such that 0 < s < r,, . Now, that AG(“)(.r)= 
F(x, G(x), W),..., G(k)(x)) for each x E S,,(a) is a consequence of the continuity 
of F, the fact that {%$)}~CO converges umformly on compact subsets of SrO(~) 
to G(i) for each i such that 0 4 i < k, and that for each positive integer p and 
each x E SrO(~), A@~‘(x) = F(x, ‘@&x), %bhI(x) ,..., @El(x)). 
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